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MSA Blue V-Gard® Class E, G Type I Polyethylene
Standard Slotted Hard Cap With Fas-Trac®
Suspension
V -Gard Protective Caps and Hats from MSA consist
of a polyethylene shell and suspension system
working together as a protection system. V -Gard
headwear features advanced styling in either cap or
hat styles, with the cap available in three sizes: small
(6 - 7 1/8), standard (6 1/2 - 8) and large (7 - 8 1/2).
V -Gard Caps and Hats meet or exceed the
applicable requir ements for a Type I helmet (top
impact) as outlined in ANSI Z89.1 1997,Class E and
G.

MSA Hi-Viz Yellow Green V-Gard® Advance Class C
Type I Polyethylene Vented Hard Cap With FasTrac® 4 Point Suspension And Glaregard™
Underbrim
Advance Caps consist of a polyethylene shell with either a 4 or 6 -point Fas -Trac Ratchet Suspension working together as
a protective system. Vented Advance Caps provide cooling
vents for improved air circulation and comfort. Non -Vented
Advance Caps provide wearers with the new Advance
styling and dielectric head protection. Advance Caps meet or
exceed all applicable requirements for a Type I helmet (top
impact) as outlined in ANSI Z89.1 -2003. Non -vented meets
Class E and Vented meets Class C.

“IF WE DON’T HAVE IT... IT DOESN’T EXIST”
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Fibre-Metal® Hi-Viz Orange SUPEREIGHT® HighVisibility® Class E, G Or C Class I Thermoplastic
Hard Cap With 3-R Ratchet Suspension
Fibre -Metal’s sophisticated SUPEREIGHT
Impact
Energy Control System raises protective
performance to a new level. On impact, the smooth
shell flexes, absorbing and dissipating some impact
energy. The reduced impact energy is passed to the
suspension system at eight scientifically determined
points around the cap, thus dispersing the energy
over a greater area of the head, reducing the risk of
failure at any one point. During everyday wear,
SUPERIGHT’s low center of gravity, multiple
adjustments, and choice of full sweatband, ratchet
headband, o r patented SWINGSTRAP™ provides
the right fit and feel for maximum comfort. Most
Fibre -Metal protective hats and cap are SEI certified.
All come fully assembled. Patented SWINGSTRAP
allows the cap to be converted from normal wearing
position (and back) wit hout removing, reversing and
reinstalling the suspension. Ideal for situations
where head protection must be worn in combination
with a welding helmet, faceshield or goggles.
Combines the comfort of a 360 degree sweatband
with the head hugging stability an d easy adjustment
of a ratchet headband.
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Fibre-Metal® White SUPEREIGHT® Class E, G or C
Type I Thermoplastic Hard Hat With 3-R Ratchet
Suspension And Spirit Of America Graphic
Fibre -Metal’s sophisticated SUPEREIGHT
Impact
Energy Control System raises protective
performance to a new level. On impact, the smooth
shell flexes, absorbing and dissipating some impact
energy.

OccuNomix Beige Terry Toppers® Snap-On
Sweatband For Headgear (Bulk Package, 100 Per
Package)
Terry Toppers® Snap -On Sweatband This BAND Really
Rocks! Our thirsty and thrifty, plush not scratchy, 100%
super -sorbing soft terry cotton snap -on sweatband really
soaks the competition! Terry Toppers Snap -On Sweatband
absorbs without needing to be washed first. Some
competitive snap -on sweatb and brands need to be washed
before they can absorb. Why bother workers with washing
before wearing? Save up to 25% or more versus well
-known
competitive brands. Easy snap -on application. Helps
headgear fit more securely. No foam middle. One size.
Machine washable. Available in navy and beige.
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